English

Art/DT (Including Cooking)
 Water colours and/or Pastel Dinosaurs experimenting

Fiction
Based on Stone Age Boy - Create a narrative
story.

with shading, colour and tone.
 Poly Printing, Leaves, dinosaur footprints, bones.

Non Fiction
Developing fact finding and scanning and
skimming skills.
Creating a Non Fiction Booklet/Leaflet/Poster
Design your own dinosaur
Instructions How to brush a sabre tooth
tigers teeth.

 Design and Prepare Stone Age Recipes.

and human skeletons. We will look at rock formation
from the end of the dinosaurs and compare rocks and
how they are used as tools. Discuss the differences
between bones and stones (living and non-living
things)

Super Starter: Visit from Fossils Galore.

 Recognise that fossils provide information about living
things that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago.
 Plants

Books:








Science
 As scientists we will compare dinosaur, other animal

DINOSAURS
AND
MORE....

Gigantosaurs - Jonny Duddle
Various Non Fiction Dinosaur Books
Dinosaur Roar
Harry and his Bucket of Dinosaurs
Stone Age, Bone Age!
Cave Baby - Julia Donaldson
Stone Age Boy - Satoshi Kitamura

Music
Develop our voice in different ways and sing or speak
rhymes.
Build and clap short rhythms, making them longer with help
Learn Harvest and Christmas Songs

Fantastic Finish: Stone Age day - camp fire cooking

Maths
Computing



Number and place value
Addition and Subtraction - working with
2/3/4 digit numbers.

History
:




 Geometry: Properties of Shape and
Position & Direction linked to map work.
 Multiplication & Division - securing our




Timeline of Dinosaurs.
Time line from Early Cretaceous to now – highlight key
events
Investigate famous 18th Century palaeontologists Mary
Anning and William Buckland.
Compare Stone Age with Other periods (Present or Iron).

times tables relevant for our year

RE

groups.

Geography

 Measurement Mass and Time
 Fractions
Write in fractions and understand




smallest to largest, add fractions.


Robins – Spring Term

 To look at e-safety and ensure all children are aware of the
rules to keep them safe.
 Photographer - how to take a good picture and edit through
images of nature.
 To use stop frame animation to make a stone age story.

What did the earth look like long ago?
Where did dinosaurs live? (UK, Europe, world wide –
naming and locating counties and cities, locating European
counties on a map, looking at a region of the UK)
Where have fossils been found?

2016

 Theme1: Could Jesus really heal people? We are learning to
retell Bible stories when miracles have happened and
question whether Jesus really did perform miracles.
 Theme2: What is ‘good’ about Good Friday? Can the arts
help communicate religious beliefs

Extra: Y2 Sparkenhoe. KS1 Multi Sports: Daventry

Mrs Bolton

